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From urban hideaways to chic city hotels.

These are some of the locations where hospitality
vanguards trust Mount Kelvin to bring their guest
experience to the next level with cutting-edge control,
automation, and management for guest rooms.

They’re not only luxurious, but also at the frontier of
hospitality technology, offering you the ultimate in
comfort and convenience

Browse the guide and find your next unforgettable stay.
We recommend each and every one of them.



Unique loft-style rooms, inspirational event, conference, and coworking
spaces, as well as a trattoria and bars. Scandic has transformed a 1920s
printing house into a showcase of modern Nordic hospitality.

Scandic Helsinki Hub, located at the crossroads of downtown and south
region of the Finnish capital, features 352 guest rooms that are completely
equipped with smart room controls and automation. The hotel is also one of
the first to be awarded the Nordic Swan Ecolabel for hotels.

SCANDIC HELSINKI HUB



Iconic Hamburger Börs has been hosting guests since 1894 and enjoys a top
location, right in the centre of Turku by the famous market square. This
elegantly refurbished hotel provides unforgettable hotel experiences in a
modern setting.

After a comprehensive reconstruction project that started in 2019, Börs has
opened its doors once again with a set 272 guest rooms that grant you the
perfect location for exploring Turku’s various historical attractions.

SCANDIC HAMBURGER BÖRS



Scandic Pasila, a brand new establishment in between the massive central park of
Helsinki and Nordic’s biggest shopping center Tripla, is a business traveller’s go to
choice. A total of 178 guest rooms offer an unmatched access to best sides in the
Finnish capital.

This hotel was also one of the first Scandic locations to offer affordable, safe, and
comfortable student housing in their location. Breakfast buffet, cleaning service,
free wifi, magical room controls… That’s a recipe for straight A’s.

SCANDIC PASILA



Scandic Eden Nokia is a great choice especially for family vacations, where
you want to relax and have access to versatile spa services.

The 1 500 square meter spa offers versatile jacuzzis and swimming pools,
water slide, outdoor pool and fully refurbished sauna and shower facilities.
The popular spa hotel is now also better than ever with 115 refurbished
rooms that give your spa holiday the perfect setting.

SCANDIC EDEN NOKIA



CROWNE PLAZA HELSINKI

Awarded as Finland’s Leading Business Hotel 2021, the crown(e) of Töölö
has been revamped and re-opened, and we had the pleasure to be a part of
it. An extension of 112 rooms is completely equipped with Mount Kelvin
guest room controls, automation, and management.

Fun fact: this legendary hotel’s nightclub has acted as a venue for numerous
artists, such as Abba and James Brown and the suite has accompanied
guests like Frank Zappa and Elizabeth Taylor.



Solo Sokos Hotel Torni has gone through the largest renovation since the
opening of the hotel in 1931. The guest rooms express a sense of serene and
bohemian luxury. Some have stunning views over Helsinki, while others
include exquisite tiled stoves.

The legendary hotel in the middle of Helsinki skyline conceals 154 guest
rooms, high-quality service, top-class restaurants and the atmosphere of a
boutique hotel at a walking distance from everything.

SOLO SOKOS HOTEL TORNI



Solo Sokos Hotel Lahden Seurahuone includes two sides – the main part
and the loft house. Loft house is an extension with a lavish combination of
50 design guest rooms, interior gardens, and lounge areas – something that
has never been seen in Finland before.

Spacious rooms go up to the height of a whopping seven meters at most.
Fifteen of them are two-storied and all of them are equipped with state-of-
the-art room controls and automation.

SOLO SOKOS HOTEL LAHDEN SEURAHUONE



The renovation of Vaakuna hotel in Kouvola kept the popping outside
appearance of the building recognizable, but the pink walls now hide a
completely renewed hospitality experience.

The 170 elegant yet modern rooms have drawn inspiration from the local
area. Pentik rooms honor the Finnish design by Anu Pentik, Repovesi rooms
bring the nature of the famous national park indoors, and Tykkimäki rooms
enclose a silhouette of the popular Endeavour ride.

ORIGINAL SOKOS HOTEL VAAKUNA KOUVOLA



RADISSON BLU ROYAL HOTEL, HELSINKI

A luminous presence in the Kamppi district of Helsinki, the Radisson Blu
Royal Hotel was chosen as Finland’s leading business hotel in 2020.

Originally opened in 1991, the hotel went through a refurbishment and
now all of the 262 rooms have been equipped with an outstanding lighting
design and convenient control. Since the reopening, the hotel has also
been rated the fourth-best in the world in terms of service level in the
internal measurement of 337 Radisson Blu hotels.



LAPLAND HOTELS BULEVARDI

Lapland Hotels combines luxury with fresh ingredients from the North
with a concept that is instantly recognizable from the reindeer horns and
the beautiful lighting design surrounding them.

By playing with elements like the northern lights, the mystical heritage,
and the great wilderness of Lapland, the brand creates a unique story for
each hotel. In Lapland Hotels Bulevardi, right in the heart of Helsinki,
you can enjoy 182 guest rooms and some of them even include a private
sauna for some truly Nordic rest and recreation.



LAPLAND HOTELS ARENA

Lapland Hotels Arena is the newest Lapland Hotels location that is fully
equipped with Mount Kelvin. The hotel consists of 273 rooms located in the
heart of the Nokia Arena at Tampere, Finland.

The relaxed style and the rugged elegance of the hotel draws inspiration
from the Arctic stone and birch tree forests decorated by the frost, but it
really stands out because of the rooms with balconies. They offer a
breathtaking view of the world-class concerts and sporting events that
happen in the arena around the year.



VALO HOTEL & WORK

VALO (Light in Finnish) consists of 422 rooms, all of which function for both
accommodation and work. In addition, the hotel has a restaurant and a
lounge bar, as well as one-of-a-kind wellness and sauna area on the 7th-
floor rooftop terrace.

VALO’s philosophy is to provide a full experience that is catered according to
each visitor’s unique needs. The innovative concept has received a warm
welcome from businesses and digital nomads, who have found a new
hotspot from the comfort of VALO rooms.



HOTEL U14, MARRIOTT AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION

Hotel U14 is a family owned boutique hotel, which is also Marriott
International's first Autograph Collection Hotel in the Nordics. With only
few steps away from the Market Square of Helsinki they serve both
business and pleasure travelers with the most upscale hotel amenities in
town.

The hotel accommodates a total of 117 guest rooms, pleasant meeting
rooms, a high quality and joyful restaurant, and a distinctive cocktail bar.



BOBW. HELSINKI

Bob W. is the mythical globetrotter who calls nowhere his home but is at
ease anywhere. We’re helping him build autonomous hospitality technology
and give every guest a local, contactless, five-star experience at scale.

Bob’s 17 short-stay apartments in Helsinki city centre and Punavuori design
district offer the neighbourhood-inspired interior design, local snacks,
trendy amenities, and climate-neutral stays powered by 100 % renewable
energy.



BOUTIQUE HOTEL VILLA VELLAMO

Villa Vellamo is the pearl of Lehmonkärki, located at a scenic location
on top of a hill. The windows offer a panoramic view over Lake
Päijänne and instant access to a piece of the most beautiful nature.

The resort includes stylish and high-quality meeting and
accommodation facilities, a kitchen that offers flavours made from
local ingredients and, above all, individual and first-class service.
Clean waters, beautiful nature and pure silence come as bonuses.



CUBER SUITES

Cuber Suites combines the service of the design hotel with the freedom of
your own home. These innovative suites have been designed to let you
experience the Dutch nature at it’s fullest.

All of the outdoor suites have been equipped with Mount Kelvin room
controls. The same controls can also be found from the Cuber app, which
gives the guests full autonomy of their stay with access to local guides, who
are always ready to make sure the stay is a success.



“I’m really happy with the system. The software is even better than I imagined
and I especially like the welcome scene, when the lights go automatically on with
a set delay. It’s also about all the possibilities and how the system continually
improving. And working with the templates is a pleasure!”

Edwin Smaal, co-founder at Cuber Suites

______________

“We planned the project in collaboration with a team of professionals from Mount
Kelvin, who made several concrete recommendations that added real value for
our customers. Their delivery was seamless and professional. I believe they are
the future of lighting control in the hospitality industry.”

Bjarne Nikkilä, project manager at Lapland Hotels

______________

“Choosing and designing a guest room management system can be tricky
because of the endless amount of stakeholders involved. Mount Kelvin managed
to keep the designers and contractors in close contact throughout the different
phases of the project, which made the whole process very effortless for us, the
operator.”

Marika Haavisto, general manager at Solo Sokos Hotels Lahden Seurahuone

______________

“We spend a lot of time finding the most advanced solutions that have been
proven to work and fill the requirements of our concept. Mount Kelvin is an
innovative and comprehensive solution that’s tailored to hospitality
perfectionists like ourselves.”

Teemu Saari, chief business development officer at VALO Hotel & Work



Visit virtual showrooms at mountkelvin.com


